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Abstract
Background

Therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) is a tool to personalize and optimise dosing 
by measuring the drug concentration and subsequently adjusting the dose to reach 
a target concentration or exposure. The evidence to support TDM is however 
often ranked as expert opinion. Limitations in study design and sample size have 
hampered definitive conclusions of the potential added value of TDM. 

Objectives

We aim to give expert opinion and discuss the main points and limitations of available 
data from antibiotic TDM trials and emphasize key elements for consideration in 
design of future clinical studies to quantify the benefits of TDM.

Sources

The sources were peer-reviewed publications, guidelines and expert opinions from 
the field of TDM. 

Content

This review focuses on key aspects of antimicrobial TDM study design: describing the 
rationale for a TDM study, assessing the exposure of a drug, assessing susceptibility 
of pathogens and selecting appropriate clinical endpoints. Moreover we provide 
guidance on appropriate study design. 

Implications

This is an overview of different aspects relevant for the conduct of a TDM study. We 
believe that this paper will help researchers and clinicians to design and conduct 
high quality TDM studies.
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Introduction 

Using the most appropriate dose of anti-infective drugs for each patient is critical for 
treatment success. Underdosing can lead to emergence of resistance, clinical failure 
and mortality while too high drug exposure induces toxicity which can result in 
premature cessation of therapy1–5. Defining exposure-effect relationships to predict 
clinical cure is of critical importance to optimize antimicrobial therapeutic dosing6. 
Drug exposure and treatment success have been consistent between preclinical 
models and human data, which is an important pre-requisite for TDM study. 
However, the pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) relationships may 
change depending on the pharmacokinetics (PK) of the origin species7,8. PK/PD 
relationships may be difficult to define depending on where the infection is located. 
For example, drug concentrations should be determined from epithelial lining fluid 
(ELF) in the case of lung infections that are caused by extracellular pathogens9,10. 
However, there are difficulties in using ELF concentrations routinely, principally of 
the variability of drug penetration into ELF, the complexity of sample collection and 
the differences between plasma and ELF concentrations because these fluctuate at 
different rates from each other, resulting in a lack of data on ELF TDM in clinical 
studies10,11. Defining PK targets in soft tissue, bone and central nervous system can 
be challenging as well due to insufficient data on patients, complex measurement 
methods and non-comparable, small study populations10. Also, the matrix at the 
specific target site might impact the pharmacodynamics, which is of particular 
importance when in vitro PK/PD information is used to derive PK/PD targets10.

Therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) is the measurement of drug concentrations and 
subsequent adjustment of dose to reach a predefined target exposure of that drug 
in a patient. Despite abundant data on preclinical PK/PD and from human studies, 
the evidence to support TDM has often been regarded as insufficient. This is in part 
due to difficulty establishing the effect of TDM on clinical outcomes in randomized 
trials, e.g., survival or clinical cure, health and economic endpoints randomized 
trials. In addition, the cost-effectiveness of TDM has not been well addressed in the 
medical literature, which hampers subsequent implementation12,13. Although there 
have been many evaluations of TDM, limitations in study design, such as lack of 
relevant clinical endpoints preclude definitive conclusions on the added value of 
TDM.

The individualization of therapy through PK/PD studies and TDM has been widely 
researched in specific groups such as critically ill patients and those with tuberculosis, 
but also for specific anti-infectives such as aminoglycosides, beta-lactam antibiotics, 
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vancomycin and antifungal agents4,5,14–20. A limitation in these studies has been the 
inclusion of small patient cohorts from single centers, which makes it difficult to 
apply the results to a wider patient population4. Furthermore, TDM studies are 
often retrospective, potentially because retrospective reviews are cheaper, easier, 
and faster5,21. Retrospective studies have known limitations, for example suboptimal 
control of confounding and lack of control in measuring outcomes. TDM studies 
are typically conducted in small patient cohorts, which limit power of individual 
studies to detect meaningful differences, increase inter-study variability, and make 
it more difficult to compile uniform clinical guidance and apply to clinical care16. 

The aim of this review is to present key elements of TDM studies and provide 
guidance on how to design an adequate observational (retrospective, prospective) 
and interventional TDM study.

What prior information should be available when planning a TDM 
study?

Recommendations 

• It is essential to identify the therapeutic gap that would be addressed by TDM.

• Human PK exposure target should be defined based on available preclinical PK/
PD relationships (e.g., fCmax/MIC, fAUC/MIC, fT>MIC) at minimum. Inclusion 
of supportive clinical data is desirable.

• The study population size should be derived from the primary endpoint and 
pre-specified. 

• Drug characteristics absorption, distribution metabolism, excretion and toxicity 
along with available measurement methods and turnaround time should be 
regarded; protein binding of the drug should be taken into account.

• The most appropriate matrices for analysis (e.g. plasma, cerebrospinal fluid, 
saliva or dried blood spot) should be selected based on expected relationship to 
primary endpoint.

Evidence summary 

In order to design a TDM study, a clinical problem should be defined up front. This 
could be lack of clinical cure, acquired resistance to the anti-infective agent, burden 
of toxicity, excessive cost due to overdosing, etc. This problem should be based on 
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assessing the evidence and the PK/PD targets from preclinical studies and clinical 
data. 

The PK/PD target should be as specific as possible; i.e., it should be known which 
index is best associated with efficacy: free maximal drug concentration to minimum 
inhibitory concentration ratio (fCmax/MIC), area under the free concentration-time 
curve to MIC ratio (fAUC/MIC) or time the free concentration exceeds the MIC 
(fT>MIC). These can be derived from preclinical models and patient data. It is likely 
that in some situations a relevant PK/PD target is not available, or the infection is 
challenging to locate and define. If no PK/PD target exists for a specific infection 
site one could extrapolate from data for another infection type with similar PK 
depending on tissue penetration or drug accumulation. Protein binding of the drug 
must be considered as a minimally bound drug penetrates tissues better than a 
highly protein bound drug. In addition, while there are some drawbacks of wide use 
of gene expression analysis and whole-genome sequencing, these methods could 
help in determining pathogen susceptibility, especially when MICs are unavailable22. 

The drug characteristics that affect a drug concentration time profile (e.g., exposure) 
in relevant bodily fluids are the PK processes of absorption, distribution, metabolism, 
and excretion (ADME), including the protein binding that determines the free/
active-concentration of a drug and toxicity6,8,23,24. It is essential to determine if there 
is any documented concentration-related toxicity. The higher and the more variable 
the protein binding of a drug (e.g., flucloxacillin, teicoplanin) the more important it 
is to measure the free concentration25–28.

Access to analytical methods used for TDM play an important role in the 
turnaround time, which has an impact on the feasibility of TDM. In the past, some 
drug concentrations have been determined by immunoassays which provide a fast 
turnaround time; however, these assays are not available for a wide range of anti-
infective agents. To accommodate TDM for other drugs liquid chromatography 
combined with mass spectrometry (LC-MS) is often used. Due to need of highly 
skilled scientists to develop, validate and operate assays, availability is limited to 
larger laboratories with the appropriate equipment and staff expertise29. 

Different matrices such as saliva and use of microsampling techniques like dried 
blood spots could be considered for the measurement of anti-infective drugs30,31. 
Less invasive sampling may be an important advantage when designing a study 
for a vulnerable patient group such as immunocompromised, ICU, or paediatric 
patients or when applying TDM in an outpatient setting32,33.Finally, the rationale 
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section of the study must also include dosage algorithms to support consistent and 
accurate dosing adjustment, the estimation of time to dosage adjustment and a TDM 
sampling strategy.

How to estimate patient exposure to the drug?

Recommendations

• To achieve optimal PK/PD targets specifically timed sampling and limited 
sampling strategies and/or combination with Bayesian estimation are 
recommended. 

• Analytical methods should be validated, preferably using internationally 
approved guidelines. 

• Quality control procedures should be in place to provide reproducible and 
objective results.

Evidence summary 

Timing of TDM sample collection should reflect drug exposure of the PK/PD index 
of a drug34. This is dependent on the planned dose adjustment in the study – these can 
be either PK nomograms or different dosing software (e.g., using Bayesian estimation 
and PK models including population PK data). Advantages and disadvantages of 
different methods have been described earlier35. 

Drug exposure can often be determined accurately by using two to four appropriately 
timed samples, optimal or limited sampling strategies (LSS, using minimal time-
points to measure drug exposure) combined with linear regression. However, strict 
adherence to the LSS sampling schedule is required to achieve accurate result36,37. 
Bayesian estimation depends less on fixed time points, and even a single timed 
sample may provide an accurate exposure estimate; however a PK model needs to 
be selected and validated upfront to achieve adequate and reliable results in a study 
or for clinical use38. Thus, depending on the complexity, PK/PD index and planned 
population size of a TDM trial, either an LSS, Bayesian estimation or a combination 
of the two should be utilized.

A prerequisite for the performance of every TDM trial is a valid bioanalytical 
method. A variety of analytical methods have been published for the quantification 
of anti-microbial drugs in human serum or plasma. As mentioned before, the extent 
of protein binding influences the amount of the unbound drug. When measuring 
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the unbound drug using ultrafiltration, specific standardized conditions that 
mimic physiological conditions should be applied, otherwise the results can vary 
significantly39. The accuracy and precision of these analytical methods is essential 
to provide valid information on drug concentrations40. Another crucial element in 
developing analytical methods is optimising the turnaround time for patient care29.

During development the intra-laboratory (internal) quality control (QC) procedures, 
such as validation of equipment and method and qualification of technicians, 
are essential. Following the FDA (U.S. Food and Drug Administration) or EMA 
(European Medicines Agency)  guidance documents on Bioanalytical Method 
Validation, which summarise important steps in method development (specificity, 
selectivity, sensitivity, storage, handling etc.) is strongly recommended41,42. To 
objectively evaluate the accuracy of these results, an external inter-laboratory QC (or 
proficiency testing programme) is an essential component of quality assurance and 
provides evidence of the laboratory competence. In the field of anti-infective drugs, 
several proficiency testing programmes have been published40,43–47.

How to assess the susceptibility of the pathogen?

Recommendations

• A suitable and validated test for determination of drug susceptibility should be 
selected.  

• The methodological and biological variability of MIC must be considered. 

Evidence summary

In clinical practice, antibiotic susceptibility is normally determined by a disk 
diffusion test, which is applied to the clinical breakpoints provided by the European 
Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (EUCAST), The United States 
Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (USCAST) and Clinical and 
Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI)48,49. However, other methods are required 
to determine an MIC value that can be utilised as the PK/PD denominator (e.g., 
fT>MIC, fCmax/MIC, fAUC/MIC). Macro- or microdilution are generally considered 
the most reliable methods for this purpose. Additionally, automated systems (e.g., 
Vitek), the gradient test methods (e.g., Etest) or agar dilution, where bacteria are 
grown on antibiotic-containing plates, may also be used if validated. However, the 
comparability of the MIC testing across platforms must be taken into account as the 
results may differ significantly50.
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Regardless of what method is employed it is important to acknowledge the 
limitations of MIC values. Due to the biological and methodological variability, a 
4-fold variability in the MIC (e.g., 0.5-2 mg/L) is not unusual51. Therefore, it has 
been proposed to apply the ecological cut-off (ECOFF, the highest MIC of wildtype 
bacteria) when the MIC indicates wildtype or an MIC 4-fold higher than a measured 
MIC value that exceeds the ECOFF, when used for TDM purposes52. A disadvantage 
of this approach is that in some situations where optimised dosing and TDM 
is warranted, the achievable antibiotic concentration may falsely be considered 
inadequate in relation to the MIC or doses be unnecessarily increased thereby 
resulting in a higher likelihood of toxicity, without at the same time improving 
efficacy.

Moreover, it is common for antimicrobial agents to be administered in the absence of 
a positive bacterial culture, for example in the febrile neutropenic patient or critically 
ill patient with sepsis. In the setting of empiric therapy, there is no MIC available to 
set a target. In the absence of evidence-based guidance it is accepted to presume the 
MIC to be as high as the highest ECOFF or clinical breakpoint for susceptibility of 
the suspected pathogens (e.g., Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Enterobacterales). 

How to select a relevant endpoint? 

Recommendations 

Primary considerations

• All-cause mortality can be considered as an endpoint but potential confounding 
by underlying disease must be taken into account. 

• PK/PD indexes should be considered as outcomes along with time to negative 
culture from the infection site, reduction in log10 colony forming units (CFU)/
mL, or decrease in viral loads. 

• If applicable, infection related biomarkers, clinically meaningful scores and 
occurrence of concentration-related adverse events are recommended as 
secondary outcomes. 
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Secondary considerations

• Continuous endpoints are preferable to categorical endpoints, as power is 
greater when outcomes can be defined on a continuous scale.

• Composite categorical endpoints are a solution to increase the power of the study 
where success may be achieved in any one of a set of pre-defined endpoints.

• Pharmacoeconomic analysis should be included whenever possible.

Evidence summary

Careful consideration must be given to the selection of appropriate clinical study 
endpoints that measure the effectiveness of precision antimicrobial dosing by TDM. 
Unlike many modern comparative studies between antimicrobial agents, non-
inferiority study designs are not appropriate to evaluate TDM effectiveness. TDM 
will always be more labour-intensive than no TDM, and performance is associated 
with costs. Therefore, endpoints must be chosen such that their expected values and 
resulting study population sizes are sufficient to reject the null hypothesis and test 
whether TDM is superior to non-TDM care.

Objective, unequivocally measured endpoints are preferable to subjective observer-
or subject-reported endpoints as they are less susceptible to detection bias. 
Furthermore, objective endpoints may be evaluated in open-label study designs, 
which are easier than blinded studies. All-cause mortality 28 days after therapy 
for studies of hospital-acquired or ventilator-associated pneumonia is an objective 
endpoint favoured by the FDA53, but such an endpoint is can be confounded by 
many factors other than PK/PD target attainment. The same applies to other clinical 
endpoints such as renal injury, which may be confounded by many factors other than 
excessive exposure of the drug. Because of these confounders the sample size might 
be large, as TDM will likely only contribute in a modest way to overall survival. 
Mortality attributable to the infection, while more directly related to drug effect, 
introduces investigator bias which can be mitigated with independent attribution by 
multiple investigators who may be blinded to the use of TDM. 

In a TDM study for anti-infectives the achievement of PK/PD indexes fCmax/MIC, 
fAUC/MIC and fT>MIC serve as essential secondary outcomes that should be 
included. In addition, pathogen response can also be determined as an outcome, 
for instance, using as endpoints the time to negative blood culture, the fall in log10 
colony forming units (CFU)/mL of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (in sputum) and log10 
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viral load reduction (for instance in Cytomegalovirus or HIV)54,55.

Moreover, biomarkers that are directly related to drug effect and that predict 
survival may serve also as secondary endpoints, albeit non-patient-centred. Such 
biomarkers may be infection related, e.g., viral or antigen loads, or host related, 
e.g., C-reactive protein (CRP), procalcitonin, or inflammatory cytokine levels56–58. 
Clinically meaningful scores like organ failure score (e.g., SOFA, APACHE II) or 
pathogen related biomarkers such as galactomannan and beta-glucan in invasive 
fungal infections may also be relevant59–61. For example, PK/PD modelling has 
been successfully has been successfully related circulating galactomannan levels to 
antifungal drug exposure in adults and children59. Disease scores have been used as 
covariates in pharmacokinetic population model studies60,62.

Monitoring for adverse drug reactions can be built into the study design.  Systems 
such as the DAIDS (The Division of AIDS), are in place for adverse reaction reporting 
and grading63. With good data capture, relationships between drug exposure and 
the incidence and severity of adverse reactions can be assessed. When designing 
a TDM study, it is important to distinguish concentration-dependent toxicity 
from idiosyncratic responses. During any clinical trial both should be monitored. 
However, in a TDM study, more attention should be paid to concentration-related 
toxicity which can be pre-determined and can serve as an endpoint for TDM reduced 
toxicity.

Although categorical outcomes can reduce power, composite categorical endpoints 
are a solution to increase the power of the study where success may be achieved 
in any one of a set of pre-defined endpoints. Composite categorical endpoints are 
being used in the ongoing OPTIMAL TDM study (NCT03790631) looking into TDM 
of beta-lactam antibiotics. This study has included clinical response to therapy as a 
secondary outcome, which is defined either by clinical cure or failure. The failure of 
therapy can be either infection that is not improving, recurrence of infection or death 
caused by the infection64. However, composite endpoints increase the risk of a Type 
I error, i.e., falsely rejecting the null hypothesis and concluding TDM superiority, 
which must be addressed and appropriately corrected in the statistical analysis plan 
prior to study initiation65.

Finally, incorporation of cost as an endpoint should not be overlooked and can be a 
compelling factor in a subsequent justification for potential use of TDM in clinical 
settings. Measurement and comparison of costs incurred (e.g., measurement and 
interpretation of drug concentrations) and costs avoided (e.g., due to shortened 
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hospital stays or reduced adverse effects) should be included in all prospective TDM 
trials. Cost-effectiveness analysis of TDM of aminoglycosides has been explored 
for example in aminoglycosides and vancomycin toxicity, but in general has not 
been widely included in TDM studies with antimicrobial agents; however this 
endpoint can improve the overall acceptance of the results13,66,67. Furthermore, this 
analysis could be helpful to guide development of clinical guidelines. The ISPOR 
guidelines, which outline the necessary elements in economic analysis, are strongly 
recommended to be used68.

How to select the appropriate trial design?

Recommendations

• It is recommended to define whether the study is: 

 » the implementation of TDM and evaluation of its impact on clinical 
outcomes (including target attainment), or

 » a feasibility study.

• Cohort studies can be used as a tool in evaluating association relationships 
between concentrations and outcomes, when a clear target is unknown and 
inevitable confounding is addressed by investigators.

• Quasi-experimental designs can be a good alternative to randomized controlled 
trials (RCTs).

• A cluster-randomization approach may be beneficial to reduce ‘practice-creep’.

• A stepped wedge cluster randomised trial is recommended in the setting of 
implementing TDM. 

Evidence summary 

Observational retrospective and prospective studies 

Clinical investigations are traditionally separated into experimental and observational 
studies. Observational studies might further be categorized as descriptive (case 
reports/series, descriptive cross-sectional studies) or analytical (analytical cross-
sectional studies, retrospective/prospective/nonconcurrent cohorts, and case-
control studies).

The goal of studies aimed at measuring antimicrobial TDM is to measure associations 
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between drug concentration control and its consequence on clinical outcomes. It 
is important to clarify two distinct scenarios: a) the implementation of TDM and 
evaluation of its impact on clinical outcomes (including target attainment), and b) a 
feasibility study, which could be considered in the context of designing and planning 
larger studies and to gain knowledge of the population, drug, cost-effectiveness etc69. 

An observational design is useful when the principal biases of concern are 
addressed: selection bias, information bias and confounding. In the setting of TDM, 
where the achieved concentration is the exposure variable, the former two represent 
minor concerns, while confounding does require appropriate handling on the 
part of investigators. This is nicely illustrated in a systematic review that included 
observational primary studies of various designs: the authors argue that a dose-
effect, time-effect, and independence in multivariable models support causality for 
high troughs and nephrotoxicity70. While others have published similar work71,72, 
lack of reflection about the possibility for confounding make the estimates of their 
meta-analyses less convincing as these were based entirely on observational studies. 
Confounders in TDM studies can for example include age, sex, body mass index, 
concomitant medications, underlying disease. Common measures of assessing 
confounding are stratification, multivariate analysis, significance testing and 
standardised differences. However, using propensity scores is now used more often 
as these are reliable when multiple confounders are present73. Strategies that can be 
used after calculating the score can be for example matching and stratification on the 
propensity score73.

Large observational (prospective and retrospective) cohort studies often represent 
a wide population of patients and provide results that show important trends in 
patient outcomes67,74,75. In rare infections, where a randomized controlled trial may 
not be realistic, a well-designed observational study may be a suitable alternative. 
Moreover, observational TDM studies provide useful data in order to develop 
population pharmacokinetic models which can be applied to clinical care via dosing 
software for enhanced exposure control2. 

Cohort studies represent an important tool for evaluating associations between 
concentrations and outcomes when a clear target is known and inevitable confounding 
is addressed by investigators. Moreover, they may be helpful also for the sample 
size calculations of prospective RCTs (e.g., for the estimation of the interindividual 
variability of drug concentrations and/or for the quantification of difference in the 
clinical outcome between TDM-guided versus conventional dosing)76. 
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Retrospective studies can describe trends between TDM data and drug 
toxicity (gentamicin- or vancomycin-related nephrotoxicity, linezolid-related 
thrombocytopenia, cefepime- or voriconazole-related neurotoxicity)11-14,52. Similarly, 
significant associations have been retrospectively reported between MIC-corrected 
drug concentrations and clinical efficacy, as in the case of vancomycin, meropenem 
and voriconazole3,20,79. 

Overall, a prospective study is favoured as it is possible to control TDM turnaround 
time, plan accurate documentation of antibiotic administration times, improve 
adherence to TDM guidelines and dosage adjustments and have more accurate 
evaluation of outcomes.

Quasi-experimental study designs 

The simple before-after design is a comparison between standard care in a cohort, 
followed by a TDM cohort. This design presents several possibilities for biases. 
Selection bias remains a concern; however it is somewhat reduced when opting-in 
and out of an intervention is impossible, such as participation in health care services80. 
This applies for patients, professionals involved in care and researchers alike. The 
primary concern is that the study outcomes are influenced by the difference of 
TDM service delivery such as laboratory service, differences between professionals 
in making TDM decisions and by changes in routine clinical care. For this reason, 
Cochrane, and in particular the Effective Practice and Organization of Care editorial 
group (EPOC), discourage before-after designs80,81.

Two alternative designs that to some degree safeguard for contemporaneous changes 
to service delivery are controlled before-after studies (CBA), and interrupted time 
series studies (ITS)81–83. In CBA studies, the control group serves to show that 
outcomes were not affected by other universal changes. Outcomes are measured in 
the control group at the same time points as the before-after group, and expected to 
remain the same in the former, strengthening the confidence in findings that might 
show that the intervention alters outcomes in the group where it was applied. In ITS 
studies, outcomes are measured serially both prior to implementing the intervention 
afterwards83.

Results are interpreted through the trends observed, thus require a somewhat 
different approach to statistical analysis compared to standard approaches to effect 
measures such as Risk Ratios82. EPOC suggests the following quality criteria for 
inclusion of ITS in their Systematic Reviews: a clearly defined time-point for when 
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the intervention was implemented; at least three data points for outcomes before 
and three after the intervention is implemented81.These designs are categorised as 
quasi-experimental. These study designs have been used in pharmacist intervention 
studies84. For instance, Olson and colleagues evaluated the implementation of a 
change in TDM practice from targeting trough levels to targeting AUC above 400 
mg × h/L in a collaborative practice agreement between pharmacists and clinicians 
at a children’s hospital85. This study was of an uncontrolled before-after design (data 
prior to the intervention were retrospectively collected from clinical records) that the 
authors were able to analyse as an interrupted time series, showing the intervention 
decreased monitoring and dose adjustment without increasing acute kidney injury85. 
Guidelines to report results of quasi-experimental designs and tools to evaluate bias 
risk are being developed86. 

While not theoretically as strong as RCTs, quasi-experimental designs offer several 
advantages, including the important susceptibilities to bias, such as performance 
bias, especially uptake of the recommendation by clinicians. Further, logistically, 
these designs are simpler, less expensive, can be applied in the course of care and 
permit evolution of practice; e.g., improvements in sampling strategies or modelling 
strategies. 

Randomized controlled trials

RCTs are considered the highest quality of evidence, however in evaluating 
antibiotic TDM this study design can be highly challenging as alterations other 
than protocolled changes to patient care may interfere with any outcome signals 
from TDM itself. In a robust research framework is essential to quantify its value 
and characterise where improvements to care can be made in terms of clinical cure, 
duration of therapy, decreased drug toxicity and reduced healthcare costs.

Crucial elements of an RCT such as randomization schemes and allocation 
concealment are often not reported adequately. Moreover, instability in baseline 
measures including baseline characteristics and baseline primary outcome measures 
may not be similar between the intervention and comparator groups, probably 
reflecting an inadequate study population size. Sample size calculations often 
overestimate the effect of TDM on primary outcome measures, influencing inclusions 
overall87. Perhaps the most crucial issue in RCTs involving TDM is the difficulty to 
blind patients and practitioners to the intervention which is conceived as performance 
bias. This is a particularly important type of bias to studies evaluating TDM as an 
intervention, and influences the uptake of the recommendation by clinicians. Thus, 
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inability to blind is not a trivial issue as uptake of the recommendation has been found 
to range from 7-76%88. Well-known methodologists call for caution for interpreting 
RCTs where there is an inability to execute the intervention in a complete manner, 
suggesting losses greater than 20% may sabotage the benefits of randomization89.

These observations point to the challenges inherent in applying quality criteria 
for RCTs in the context of a complex, service level intervention, as is TDM. Some 
aspects, such as ‘practice-creep’ might be overcome by strategies such as a cluster-
randomization approach, where the unit that is randomized to an intervention is a 
group, rather than individuals; however this requires the participation of multiple 
centres and it is therefore inherently complex and costly. Recently this approach was 
implemented in evaluating TDM to optimize voriconazole treatment90.

A stepped wedge cluster randomised trial could be beneficial for studying 
implementation of TDM. The stepped wedge is considered more credible and 
ethically justified than a parallel design, as the steps represent the fact that every 
cluster switches between control and exposure to intervention at some point in 
time.91 To improve quality of reporting authors are encouraged to use reporting 
guidelines for RCTs: CONSORT and extensions for cluster-randomized and complex 
interventions among others, might be useful92. 

We have given examples and potential applications of these study designs; however 
there are multiple limitations that need to be considered.  For example, as Pea et 
al. have described in their study investigating meropenem exposure, statistical 
analyses such as regression analyses might be impossible in retrospective small 
cohort studies3. Moreover, in these studies it is also difficult to address confounding, 
as assessment of outcomes and confounders are not undertaken prospectively3. 

In a TDM study setting specific time points for measurements provide robust 
analysis and comparable results. However, in both retrospective and prospective 
observational studies, time points are not pre-emptively set thereby having an 
impact on the reliability of the results. For example, in their retrospective study on 
voriconazole exposure-response, Pascual et al. determined that not fixing specific 
measurement times was a limitation. However they argued that their results were 
supported by other studies20. Of note, developing a PK population model of such 
data can address this limitation by enabling calculation of concentrations/exposures 
at standard times93. 

Another limitation in retrospective and prospective observational studies can be 
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missing exact administration and measurement times in health records and various 
dosing schedules that occur in clinical care. This can lead to varied results, but also 
problems when calculating AUC. Frequently guidelines have been implemented 
and these are assumed to be followed; however, dosing in a clinical setting can be 
highly variable. Holmes et al concluded that due to variation in dosing schedules 
in their vancomycin exposure study they were not able to determine a relationship 
between trough concentration and dosage change79. Again, the use of modeling and 
simulation can address these issues since the relationship between dose, interval 
and concentrations at any time, such as trough concentrations, can be carefully 
explored34.

The QSA study designs also have limitations (e.g. unmeasured confounding, 
autocorrelation), which investigators are expected to address either during study 
design and/or with appropriate statistical analysis83. As mentioned before, RCTs 
do provide the highest level of evidence, however these studies typically need a 
long time-investment, inclusion of multiple centers and considerable funding90. 
Furthermore, the QSA and RCT studies require available thorough prior information 
on the drug, potential outcomes, PK/PD targets, toxicity etc. If sufficient information 
is not available to design a wide-scale RCT and/or QSA study, other designs could 
be explored.

To improve the quality of studies in the field of TDM in anti-infective drugs we 
have provided a checklist in Table 1 that can be applied when designing a TDM 
study and provided an overview of study designs in Figure 1. In Table 2 we have 
compiled a list of data elements to be included while preparing and conducting a 
TDM study, however this list is just a suggestion, as all information on patient and 
drug characteristics, PK/PD targets, infection, might not be available during the 
conduct of the study. In addition to exploring the available data, forming a strong 
rationale and defining endpoints, it is fundamental to decide on study design as this. 
Careful selection of available data, or data to be prospectively collected; the patient 
population; and endpoints and overall aims need to be scrutinized.
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Table 1. Checklist for development of Therapeutic Drug Monitoring study 

Topics  Main points to consider   

How to describe the 
rationale of the 
study? 

• Definition of therapeutic gap that would be addressed by TDM.  
• Sufficient information on the PK and the PD of this drug in the patient 

population from preclinical and existing clinical data should be 
obtained.  

• The effective fCmax/MIC, fAUC/MIC and fT>MIC for the anti-infective 
under investigation should be determined. 

• Available information on the potential association between 
concentration-related toxicity and drug PK should be acquired.  

How to assess the 
exposure of the drug? 

• A validated method for measurement of the anti-infective agent should 
be developed/used. 

• The laboratory should participate in necessary quality control 
measures e.g. proficiency testing. 

• The potential need for Bayesian estimation in the study should be 
considered.  

How to assess the 
susceptibility of the 
pathogen? 

• Reliable data on antibiotic susceptibility of the pathogens must be 
determined using validated methods. 

• The isolated pathogens for MIC determination and genetic 
characterisation should be considered to be collected at a reference 
laboratory. 

How to select a 
relevant clinical 
endpoint? 

• It should be considered if the goal is to show mortality reduction or 
there is option to use composite endpoint. 

• Biomarkers (e.g., CRP, procalcitonin) that are directly related to drug 
effect and predict clinically relevant outcomes should be considered as 
endpoints.  

• Toxicity and site reactions should be considered.  

How to select the 
appropriate trial 
design? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• It should be determined if the goal of the study is: the implementation 
of TDM and evaluation of its impact on clinical outcomes, the 
evaluation of outcomes among those in whom target concentrations are 
achieved or not, a feasibility study. 

• It should be evaluated if the aim is to show drug concentration-toxicity 
relationship.  

• A large patient cohort is suggested when drug PK/PD information is 
lacking prior to the study.  

• The primary and secondary endpoints of the study should be 
considered carefully as these may differ in TDM studies.  

• The study size should be determined so that you are able to recruit 
enough patients to have sufficient power for this study.  

• Different study designs like cohort studies, quasi-experimental, 
cluster-randomized and stepped wedge cluster randomized studies, 
could be considered.  
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Topic Data element   

Patient  • Demographics (age, gender, BMI etc) 

• Underlying disease 

• Pathophysiological status (e.g., kidney and liver function) 

• Immune status  

• Laboratory (CRP, procalcitonin, kidney and liver function, complete 
blood count etc.) 

• Disease score (SOFA, APACHE II etc)  

Drug • Determination method of drug concentrations (including turn-around 
time) 

• Drug therapy (infection and concomitant medications) 

• ADME (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion) characteristics of 
the drug 

• Toxicity 

• Precise time of concentration 

• Precise administration times 

• Price of the drug (including administration, aseptic preparation etc) 

PK/PD targets • AUC 

•  fCmax/MIC 

• fAUC/MIC 

• fT>MIC 

• Others 

Infection • Therapy for infection (including empiric therapy, surgery, drug) 

• Site of infection 

• MIC, viral loads, galactomannan etc 

• Resistance patterns/virulence of infecting organism 

• Gene expression for infecting organism 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. List of data elements to be included while preparing and conducting a TDM study
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